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Learn
the Healing Art 

 of 
Sacred Dancing

 
With the

Kundalini Rhythms Dance
Founder

Simona Dharma Devi
 



Kundalini Rhythms Dance is a sacred dance style

which comprises of different dance forms,

qigong, and meditation 

all perfectly intertwined 

to deliver an harmonious and transformative

dance experience.

 

What is 
Kundalini Rhythms Dance? 

Who Am I? 
My Name is Simona Dharma Devi, I'm a dance and yoga

educator and instructor.

I have devoted my life 

to the practice, study and research of 

spiritual art forms such as yoga and dance.

My goal is to use these modalities to reacquire our

fragmented power, which we have unconsciously given 

 away, and re-integrated it back within our Self so that we

can experience wholeness, empowerment, and

embodiment.

As a teacher, I use my art to inspire others to find

themselves, connect to their souls, and start leading a

fulfilling life full of love.



Kundalini Rhythms Dance Facilitator Program is an

online, interactive program that promotes true

empowerment through each individual’s creative spirit,

unleashed through the sacred art of dance.

 

This program delivers education on the history of

dance and creative arts, in order to deepen the

connection, reverence, and importance of the evolution

of dance and art as one.

 

Below is Course One of Three offered in this program.

This course is a pre-requisite for the next two courses.

You do not have to do all three courses 

to join the first one.

Welcome... and thank you
for your interest in The

Kundalini Rhythms Dance
Facilitator Program!
What is Kundalini Rhythms Dance

Facilitator Program?



You will learn all you need to know, through various

fundamental avenues of study and practices used in

Kundalini Rhythms Online Program,

to create profound healing effects such as

feeling emotionally stronger and balanced, 

feeling more beautiful and feminine,

developing a strong sense of presence,

a true feeling of belonging, increased self-confidence

and self -esteem, relief from deep stress stored and

built up over time,

clearing the mind to bring in the more intuitive and

creative nature of your being,

lowering stressful hormone levels, changing limiting

beliefs systems to creative ones, 

building security within your body to move freely,

and increase flexibility.

 

The Awakening of the
Warrior Dancer Course

What does it mean?



Basic Qigong: principles and exercises: how and when to integrate

QiGong in your movements in order to create harmony and balance

  Dance Technique: From very beginner dancers to professionals, you will

be guided and taught all you need to know in order 

to move correctly to avoid injuries, while respecting the energy flow and

your intuitive creativity. This first course will teach you mostly Oriental

Dance steps and movements. While course two and three focus on

Persian Dance and Indian Classical Dance; 

 Energy Awareness Training: To develop, understand, and integrate

QiGong philosophy and energy anatomy in your 

practice in order to understand how the energy flows;

Lectures on History of dance: Sacred dancing, and 

Sacred dancers of the past (Devadasi);

"Choreographies of Light" the core practice of Kundalini Rhythms

Dance: Learn Sacred geometry of movements, understand space as an

energy container, and understand yourself as a conduit 

of energy which can, through dance, harmonize 

and clear the whole environment;

 Temple Dance principles: Learn to become a vessel of light who can

anchor light on the planet through dance and sacred movements;

We will engage our inner Goddess through the art of mystic dance,

sacred dance movements, and prayers in motion. You will learn to

connect to your inner sacred feminine as a daily practice and to trust in

your creative force;

 And Much more - because as the creativity begins to unravel and flow in

each participant, “more” unknown magic will unfold for each person

The following listed below, are a few of the
tools, modalities, and shifts you can look
forward learning that will be supporting

you during this course:



The “Warrior Goddess” represents coming into you

individual personal power. 

A warrior is a mix of compassion and determination

and has the duty to restore balance and harmony into

the world. 

When we embody the “Warrior Goddess” 

we bring all all of these important aspects into our life.

It is an essential step to restore the power in our lives.

We then can feel secure, determined, 

and inspired to move forward 

to bring forth our visions.

About the 
“ Warrior Goddess”

What is Kundalini Rhythms Dance
Facilitator Program?



This program focuses on developing and providing

strong dance and movement foundations. The

intention is to train beginner to professional level

dancers, someone who has never danced (who wants

to learn), teachers, and healers who are wanting to be

leaders of their own lives.

 

To be a leader in ones’ life means, we become aware of

who we are and we aren’t influenced by others

opinions of us. As leaders of our lives we lead our life

from a place of presence, compassion, understanding, 

and true acceptance of our nature’s 

weaknesses and strengths.

 

The empowered leader is one who only needs

him/herself to feel powerful not anyone outside of

themselves.

 

The program is not restricted to professional dancers, it

is open to everyone interested in learning the art of

"Temple Dance". (more about this below)

 Each dancer participating will have the opportunity to

learn how to use dance as a healing instrument and to

start on the path of the "Temple Dance Healer."

Intention & Mission



In ancient times, dancers performed their sacred dances in temples,

dedicating their dance to the goddess and her infinite incarnations.

Through their dances these sacred dancers restored balance of nature,

for example, they brought fertility to the land and women, blessings, and

good fortune. These dances were a ritual benefit to their entire

community, bringing great balance on all of these deeply needed levels.

When you dance for the goddess you embody the goddess energy and in

the process of this embodiment there is a shift of 

energy that can catalyze a deep personal transformation.

"The awakening of the Warrior Dancer" course is structured to build your

confidence gradually through movements and 

in a way that you'll feel guided and fully supported 

as you get stronger each and every day. You'll also learn 

how to shed the heavy burden of trapped emotions by liberating their

flow through conscious movements. This will allow each individual dancer

to tune-in with their inner creative energy and understand how to

consciously use dance to heal and uplift yourself first and then others. 

The idea and mission of the founder, Simona Dharma Devi, 

is to share the culture of dance as sacred movement. 

As a dancer and anthropologist, she wishes to share with you all the tools

she has learned through years of practice and study.

After many years of being a part of different yoga and dance

organizations, which actually limited Simona's creative expression.

Simona now deeply understands the value and importance of keeping

arts and spirituality free of any attachment and confinement. Knowing the

origins of what we practice is important and essential to the quality of our

work, while at the same time, it is crucial to allow our creative energy to

flow freely to develop a deep sense of our unique 

belonging within ourself.

What is a 
“Temple Dance Healer”?



When you join this program, you are accepting to become stronger,

kinder ,and a more empowered human-being. From this renewed

strength of being, your mission may organically become that which

to inspire others to live their fullest creative life.

 

Kundalini Rhythms Dance is NOT the usual sacred dance movement.

This program will not JUST teach you to dance gracefully and

powerfully. This course will lead you into finding a new level of life,

this means, through the arts of sacred dance, we can shift and

expand our perspective, we can experience an opening in our

consciousness which shows us a different approach to life,

or even discover a solution long desired.

Embodiment is feeling incarnated- feeling the body and soul

simultaneously while in one place, you are able to experience life as

your unique identity. Embodiment is essential to any spiritual

growth. With no awareness of the body through embodiment, 

there is no spirituality. Embodiment is recognizing the sacredness

of the body as a container of the soul. 

The body is the temple, the soul is the light-the eternal fire that

brightens up the temple. This embodiment brings the experience of

life to a powerful new level. Through the sacred journey of

embodiment you can the use the vibrance of your soul in each step

you take and in each movement you make.

For these reasons this path in finding creativity is an amazing,

profound journey sure to change your life. As you go through this

course other things will unfold for you, and if you allow it, you will

understand yourself better, which will bring you transformation of

deep personal growth. 

Why You would want 
to Join This Course?



Choose and desire an extraordinary opportunity to become a

facilitator in leading individuals or groups into a Goddess

Consciousness experience;

Want to know yourself better;

Desire to deepen your understanding of your own energy;

Are ready for your own infinite creative magic to be discovered

and revealed , through the unfolding of the creative energy

through the course;

Want access to your success 

Need to feel much more energy, happiness, and joy

Desire to repair and build up your grace and honor of your

innate sacred sensuality and your divine untamable feminine

nature

Are ready to enrich your life through your own Goddess

Consciousness experience 

Need inspiration to enrich your creativity with an existing artistic

career 

This is for You if you:



 The basic of this system

My background as anthropologist of art and dance

Yoga or qigong?

The healing method of mystical dance

principle of dance to anchor light on

planet earth

Dancer as light healer

Space as a temple for temple dance

Choreography of light: 

Here is the detailed program for Course
1:

The Awakening of the warrior dancer:
 

What topics are we going to
study during this Course?

What is Kundalini Rhythms Dance:

 

Dance as humanity inheritance: the myth of the sacred feminine 

from the Paleolithic to the greek and Roman.

Roots of the sacred dancing balancing history 

between myths and archeology research.

Where the oriental dance is coming from?

Understanding the beauty of 

Persian dance and its esteathic

The magic of devotional Indian classical Dance

History of dance (limited to the topic below):

Continue in the next page.... 



 The basic of this system

My background as anthropologist of art and dance

Yoga or qigong?

The healing method of mystical dance

principle of dance to anchor light on

planet earth

Dancer as light healer

Space as a temple for temple dance

Choreography of light: 

What is Kundalini Rhythms Dance:

 

Dance as humanity inheritance: the myth of the sacred feminine 

from the Paleolithic to the greek and Roman.

Roots of the sacred dancing balancing history 

between myths and archeology research.

Where the oriental dance is coming from?

Understanding the beauty of 

Persian dance and its esteathic

The magic of devotional Indian classical Dance

History of dance (limited to the topic below):

Dancing emotions to free your creativity:
:The theory of 9 Rasa from the Indian arts

Difference between emotions and sentiments

Observe your emotion at each step of your dance

Listen to the music and what emotions emerge

Pay attention and how to change a destructive emotion into a creative one.

From trapping belief system to creative belief system: the path of healing;

How to recognize the under lining belief that blocks your energy

How to turn around and re-write your stories through the instrument of dance.

 

 

Continue in the next page.... 



to course two and three.

In this course we will see:

Standing posture: where it all starts

Opening prayer or salutation or tune in

Foot work: How to walk like a Goddess

Drawing sacred portal on the ground as you dance

The magic in the hips: your hips are energy points of high

importance to transfer, transform and direct energy from below thee ground through

you and above the sky and viceversa:

All kinds of shimmy 

and with flat feet

The womb energy and the heart energy

Arms and chest to direct, transform, clear and energized

the magnetic field with new energy and convey healing:

Drawing sacred portal around the space with your arms

8 shapes with your chest

Serpentine arms

8 shapes with your arms

Undulation to transfer the energy up and down

grace, elegance and strength the three

most important skills of a Goddess woman.

 

 Course one focuses the technique on oriental dance leaving specific 

Persian dance and Indian classical dance technique respectively 

 

 

 

Figure 8 horizontal and vertical and Egyptian style :-) 

Turns and twists: 

Dance: Technique

Continue in the next page.... 



Create Choreography of light:

Geometry of movements: steps, space, floor

Developing choreography skills

Finding grounding/embodiment

Choreography of light: repertoire

Create poetry with your movements

Dance your emotions for deep healing

Use dance movement to change mental, energy and

emotional patterns

 

Dance technique part II
:

The principle of Prana/Qi or vital force

Qi gong basic exercises we use in kundalini rhythms

harmonize the energy:

 Clearing movement, Energizing movement, Activation movement

Stabilizing movement

Sense the space and tune in into your attendees anergy to

guide them (see ethic and integrity session)

 

The use of prana in dance to balance and 

Healing technique:1.
 

Explore the sacred feminine in history1.
 Who are the Devadasi?

Priestess and/or sacred prostitutes?

Honoring the sacred feminine in all her forms and shapes.

Shakti and Kundalini: Sacred feminine awaken or not?

Where is Shiva the sacred masculine?

The Goddess in a multicultural environment

Healed woman Vs wounded woman

The wounded Goddess and the masculine energy

Sacred feminine and sacred masculine important key to

heal our societies

 

 
Continue in the next page.... 



How to build a class;

How to build a series of classes

How to teach to beginners

How to teach to advance

What to do it if you have a class with both beginners and

advanced students

Practice the method

 

The role of a teacher

Basic of communication for effective teaching

Relationship between teacher and students

How to hold space for groups

How to hold space for individual teaching

 
Music Theory:

:Arabic tradition: rhythms and styles

Persian tradition

Mystic music

Mantra music

 

 
Ethic & Integrity:

:Ethic of a teacher

Ethic of a student

A matter of integrity and honesty

Marketing and mindful entrepreneurship

 

 

Methodology
:

Pedagogy of a Dance teacher
 



We offer you multiple modalities to join this program. First you

have to decide if you want to join as an enrichment program
or as a teacher in training. You can switch your path at any

time, but it is better to define your goals to start.

 

Once you pick your path, you can decide what 

modality of study you prefer:

Self study + FB group support (recorded class only)
or

Self Study+FB group+live support (twice a month)
 

These two modalities differ in cost (investment),

and commitment  to achieve the certification.

Check the website for pricing 

How can I join this program?

You can either visiti www.SimonaYoga.Life
OR

www.KundaliniRhythmsDance.com
OR

Complete thee form onn the last page

There is another very unique way
to join this course...

Read all about it in the next page 



This is a very special and unique work 

I offer individually to those seriously interested 

in creating a profound, valuable and meaningful

relationship with yourself. Establishing a relationship
with yourself is essential for any empowering

journey focused on healing and transformation of

limiting belief which prevent your from manifesting the

life your desire. 

 

As a Teacher I'm here to empower you, and give you all

the instruments you need to restore that profound

connection and increase your inner self-confidence we

all have when our inner creative power is whole within

ourselves. IT IS INDEED MY DUTY AND MISSION TO

HELP YOU RESTORING THAT WHOLENESS 

Join the
"Dance, and Take Your

Power Back!"
Empowerment Program

How can dance fully empower me? 
How can I take my power back, 

feel self-empowered, embodied and whole?



What Techniques will be used?

Energy awareness is developed with QiGong,

Mental Concentration is developed with Meditation,

Self Confidence is developed by Neuro cognitive dance

movements to help your change your brain patterns

and re-write your disempowering stories into

empowering ones. 

How Does it work?
This program is tailored on 

your specific needs and goals!
You will meet with me every week 

for 6 months.
Each session will be 1hr30min long.

Each week you will have 
to complete small assignments.

In addition, you'll have access to the 
online course as well for support and

encouragement.

What if I can't dance? or I'm not flexible? or I
don't know how to practice Qigong? 

Read the answers in the next page...



You can request more info by writing 

an email to

kundalinirhythmsdance@gmail.com
Or please fill out the form in the next page and

I'll reach out at your earliest convenience. 

The program is studied for people that have dance and
meditation experience as well as for people that have

NEVER danced before or practiced meditation.
The goal of this program is not to become a ballerina,

but it is to understand your hidden skills and, by
learning conscious movements,  create a profound

sense of awareness of who  you are. Knowing who you
are is the first step to get your power back and

actively starting to challenge
your limiting belief through mindful movements 

and mindful reprograming for success, 
abundance and love. . 

The investment for this program is considerably high, 
 I'm not going to hide it, so please to receive more

information and book a free pre-program consultation
to define if we are a good fit for each other, fill out the

form in the next page, and I call you back upon your
indication. Consultation are made on video zoom. 

Fill out the form in the next page...



PLEASE FILL OUT THIS CONTACT FROM 
TO BE CONTACTED BACK 

What would you like Simona to contact you about?
Please checkthe right box 

How would like Simona to contact you?

By filling out this form you agree to receive 
informational call or e-mail from us. 

PERSONAL INFORMATION

NAME 

PHONE NUMBER E-MAIL 

LAST NAME 

TOWN, STATE, NATION (TO DETERMINATE YOUR TIMEZONE 

Yes, I want information about the "Dance, and take your power
back" INDIVIDUAL program

WHAT'S THE BEST TIME TO CALL YOU, GIVE US A TIME BASED ON YOUR TIMEZONE 

Yes, I want information about the Kundalini Rhythms Dance
Teacher Training Program 

Yes, I want information about the Kundalini Rhythms Dance
Enriching Program

By Phone By e-mail Both is fine

Thank you so much for reaching out. Your information will be processed as quickly as possible, but
due to high volume requests please give us 48hr to respond, and gently include

kundalinirhythmsdance@gmail.com and +1 (862) 203-0082 in your contact list 


